
Upcoming Workshops

Saturday, May 21st, 11:00am-1:00pm
@ St. Ann's - 419 Woodland St., 37206

Exchange of Ideas: Boundaries and Expectations
Discussion Topics: Family Boundaries, School Boundaries, 
Neighborhood Boundaries, Adult Role Models, Positive Peer 
Influence and High Expectations
Toolbox Topic: Using Kelso's Wheel to help with conflict 
resolution/ENHE summer behavior plan

Summer Workshop Information To Come!

April 2016 Family Newsletter

Happy birthday to all of our ENHE family 
members who are celebrating in April! Special 

happy birthdays to our students Natalia Aguilar, 
Jesuan Alvarenga, Leiah Holland, Aviona Huff, 

Anthony Lopez, and Carlos Franklin,

Summer is right around 
the corner! Are you 
preparing to help your 
child to continue to read 
each day?

Here are some tips to 
make reading enjoyable 
for your children this 
summer.

Set a good example. 
Turn off the TV and have 
each person read his or 
her book, including the 
parent(s).

Read the same book 
your child is reading. 
Discuss it together!

ENHE is here to help!  

We can help you 
develop a plan to help 
your child meet grade-
level proficiency in 
Reading and Language 
Arts.  Call Brandy at 
615-306-9436 to 
schedule a time to meet 
one-on-one to create 
this plan.
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Exchange of Ideas: Positive Values 

Values are important because they shape our choices and behaviors. Instilling positive 
values in children can help them make positive decisions inside and outside of school. 
Furthermore, it will aid them in securing a healthy future. Essential positive values to 
model and foster for children include caring, equality and social justice, integrity, 
honesty, responsibility, and self-regulation. 

Parents can support children with caring by helping them grow 
in empathy, understanding, and aiding others. To instill a sense 
of equality and social justice, parents can encourage their child 
to be concerned about rules and being fair to everyone. To 
build integrity, parents can help their child develop his/her own 
sense of right and wrong. Similarly, parents can champion 
honesty by encouraging children to recognize and tell the truth. 
Parents can support children with being responsible by encouraging them to accept and 
take responsibility for their actions at home and school. Last, parents can nurture self-
regulation by encouraging their child to regulate his/her own emotions and behaviors.  

Toolbox Topic: Understanding How Children Learn to Read 

50% of all reading texts are made up of the same 100 words! Sight words are essential 
to reading because they are used frequently and many of them cannot be easily 
sounded out. Because they are used so often, it is important that readers be able to 
recognize these words by sight. You can help your child learn sight words by playing fun 
games such as BANG and Roll-an-Alien. There are also sight word apps. 

Phonics is also important to reading because it teaches 
students how to decode or sound out words. You can 
help your child build phonics skills by practicing letter 
sound recognition and stretching out the sounds. You 
can also make letter sounds and have your child write 
them down. Another way to help with phonics includes 
pointing out words that begin with the same sounds and 
talking about the sound they make. 

In addition to sight words and phonics, you can help 
your child with reading by helping them define difficult words with context clues in the 
text; looking at pictures; and referring to the background knowledge that students have 
from their own experiences or previous readings. 



For our April focus on 'Positive Values,' we read More Than 
Anything Else by Marie Bradby. In the fictional book, young 
Booker T. Washington wants to learn how to read, but he can 
not attend school because he has to help his family with 
work. Despite this obstacle, he is determined to learn to read 
and feed the hunger in his head! 

Ms. Sha helped students read and talk about the book, which 
included a discussion of how positive values (caring, equality 
and social justice, integrity, honesty, responsibility, and self 
regulation) surfaced in Booker T. Washington's experiences. The 
students then engaged in an activity that involved them writing 
down 6 reasons as to why reading is important on 6 petals to make 
a spring flower. 
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KID’S CORNER

1. 

2.

3.

Choose a book to read and use the 'Chunky Monkey' strategy 
to learn new words. Write down three words that you learn.   
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East Nashville Hope Exchange 
419 Woodland St.  
Nashville, TN 37206                 
 www.enhopeexchange.org 
eastnhe@gmail.com 

 Facebook: facebook.com/eastnashvillehopeexchange 
 Twitter: @EastNHE 
Remember to link your Kroger card with  
ENHE at krogercommunityrewards.com  
to help us grow every time you shop.

Tee'Shayla Davis and Mariana Bateman are in the first grade, and Shelia is in the 
second grade. Their family includes cousins Vandity and Tee'Anna. Tee'Shayla, 

Mariana and Shelia first joined the East Nashville Hope Exchange in 2014. 
Vandity and Tee'Anna wanted the girls to join so that they could grow into 

responsible young adults. Every night, the girls read a book before bed and make 
sure to read at least once a day. This helps them with their reading comprehension 

skills. Tee'Shayla, Mariana and Shelia enjoy attending ENHE workshops because it 
helps them grow in whichever areas they need to grow in that year. They also enjoy 
the summer workshops. Outside of ENHE, the girls love to have family time. They 
enjoy singing, dancing, playing games, shopping and watching movies together.

FAMILY�SPOTLIGHT:�

Tee'Shayla Davis, Shelia & 
Mariana Bateman's Family 
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